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Abstract. A Surveillance Underwater Acoustic Network (SUAN) is a
sensor network specialized in the detection of sea surface or subsurface
physical intruders, e.g., seagoing vessels. Network management provides
the ability to remotely monitor and update the state of SUAN nodes.
It is a crucial feature because of the difficulty of physical access once
they have been deployed in sea or underwater. We explore three network
management approaches: out-of-band, in-band and bio-inspired. Out-of-
band management assumes the availability of high-speed wireless chan-
nels for the transport of management messages. The acoustic bandwidth
of the SUANs is not directly used. In-band management uses the low date
rate and short range underwater acoustic communication paths. Network
management traffic is mixed together with data traffic. The bio-inspired
approach does not require management traffic. Learning-by-imitation is
used to transfer the settings node-to-node. It is useful in cases where
it is really hard to convey information using messages because of harsh
conditions.
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network · Sensor network management · Underwater acoustic
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1 Introduction

A Surveillance Underwater Acoustic Network (SUAN) is a sensor network spe-
cialized in the detection of sea surface or subsurface physical intruders. Physical
intruders are seagoing vessels. They are detected using acoustic and magnetic
sensors. Transgressors produce acoustic noise and magnetic perturbations. The
acoustic detection range is in the order of kilometers. The magnetic detection
range is in the order of a fraction of a kilometer. When a presence is detected,
alarms are produced. They are forwarded to a sink. SUANs involve deployment
of underwater sensors, communication nodes and gateway buoys, playing the
roles of sinks. Acoustic waves are used for underwater communications.

Once they are deployed in sea or underwater, physical access to SUAN nodes
becomes difficult or literately impossible. Network management provides the
ability to remotely monitor and update the state of nodes. It comprises getters
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(e.g., data rate selection), setters (e.g., interface shutdown) and data models of
managed information. It aims at automation and scalability. Classical network
management approaches include remote login, Web interface, management pro-
tocol, such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [10], and software-
defined network.

We have explored out-of and in-band SUAN management. Out-of-band man-
agement assumes the availability of high-speed wireless channels for the trans-
port of messages. The acoustic bandwidth of the SUANs is not directly used.
Gateway buoys have this capability. To reach seabed sensors, in-band manage-
ment is required. The acoustic bandwidth of the SUANs is used, that is, the low
data rate and short range underwater acoustic communication paths. Manage-
ment and data traffic are mixed together.

Our out-of and in-band network management work is integrated in our GNU
Radio [1] Location-free Link State Routing (LLSR) protocol implementation [6,
7,27,33]. For out-of-band management, we use the popular and well supported
SNMP. In every node, an agent, in conjunction with a translation and state
management layer, handles incoming requests that retrieve or modify the state
of variables. The state of a node can be accessed and modified through a myriad
of available client side tools. On the hand, SNMP is a protocol designed for
the Internet. It generates too much overhead with respect to the capacity of
underwater communication channels.

For in-band management, there are two main issues. Firstly, given the low
bandwidth of underwater acoustic paths, management messages need to be small.
Secondly, in sensor networks, the flow of traffic is optimized for the sensor-to-sink
direction. Management messages are expected to flow in the opposite direction.
We create small management messages. We leverage the protocol elements of
LLSR and augment it with a simple strategy for the transport of management
traffic from sinks to sensors.

There are instances where underwater communications are very difficult.
Solely few bytes can be exchanged. For such cases, we investigate a non-classical
approach. We propose bio-inspired SUAN management. Every node learns its
settings by imitating its neighbors. That approach does not generate traffic
overhead.

Background and related work are reviewed in Sect. 2. Out-of-band, in-
band and bio-inspired SUAN management are respectively discussed further in
Sects. 3, 4 and 5. We conclude with Sect. 6.

2 Background and Related Work

The SUAN concept has been defined by Benmohamed et al. [8], Otnes et al. [25]
and Rice et al. [28]. According to Otnes et al. [25], the architecture of a SUAN
consists of seabed sensors, communication nodes and gateway buoys. In a SUAN,
at least one gateway plays the role of sink. It forwards data, collected by
sensors and relayed by communication nodes, to a fusion center. Underwater
communications (sensors to communication nodes to gateways) are done using
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acoustic waves. Gateway-to-fusion center communications are done using elec-
tromagnetic waves. With respect to underwater communications, low data rates
(in hundreds or thousands bits per second) and short ranges (e.g., 1000 m) are
assumed. Small message payloads (e.g., 300 bytes) and small message rates (e.g.,
lower than one message per second per sensor) are also assumed. Intruder detec-
tion strategies that favor low traffic generation are desirable. Hence, issues spe-
cific to SUANs include the design of light weight communication protocols and
placement of detection data processing functions (e.g., local processing of alarms
in sensors versus global processing in fusion centers). The data fusion aspect is
investigated in Braca et al. [9]. Underwater communication performance taking
into account the various impairments is studied in Huang et al. [17]. The work
comprises simulation and sea trial results. The main observation is that bit and
packet error rates can be very high, even over short distances.

SUANs use underwater acoustic waves, a mechanical phenomenon. In con-
trast, terrestrial and space wireless communications are based on an electro-
magnetic phenomenon. Hence, acoustic waves are generated, propagate and are
detected according to rules that differ from the ones of electromagnetic waves.
Acoustic waves are produced by mechanical vibrations, a vibrator. Because of
the elasticity of water, the resulting acoustic pressure propagates undersea. The
detection of the acoustic pressure is done using a hydrophone.

Our research activities comprise an experimental facet. We adopted a
software-defined approach. It is ideal for the academic environment because of
its open character, flexibility and possibility to software-define low level pro-
tocols, i.e., at the physical and link layers. Modems, and accompanying pro-
tocols, are implemented in software using GNU Radio. They run in the Linux
environment on a mini PC. To interface with the acoustic world, a recording
studio-quality sound card is used. The vibrator and hydrophone plug in. In lieu
of vibrator, the strength of the signal is raised with an audio power amplifier. It
feeds a portable underwater speaker. Both the hydrophone and speaker have long
cables that allow operation in depths. Other hardware options are described in
the software-defined underwater communication projects of Demirors et al. [12]
and Dol et al. [13].

The design of link layer and network layer communication protocols specific
to SUANs has been investigated. MAC protocol performance issues are discussed
in Otnes et al. [25] and Guerra et al. [16]. In particular, the time correlation
between messages from different sensors and their impact in medium access
are studied. MAC protocol and power control issues are addressed by Karlidere
and Cayirci [19]. The DFLOOD routing protocol for SUANs has been defined
by Otnes and Haavik [24], with improvements by Komulainen and Nilsson [21]
and simulation work by Austad [4]. Security and clustering are discussed by
Islam et al. [18]. The design of jamming resistant routing is investigated by
Goetz et al. [15]. A delay tolerant network approach is introduced by Azad
et al. [5]. Much of the protocols in commercial hardware are proprietary and
vendor specific. JANUS is multiple-access acoustic protocol being standardized
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) [2]. The physical layer uses
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Fig. 1. Generic network management architecture.

frequency hopping transmission and binary frequency shift keying modulation.
The link layer follows the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
protocol.

Figure 1 shows a generic architecture that most of the network management
systems actualize in one way or another. Left side, there is one or several man-
agers on which management applications are running. Right side, there are man-
aged network elements. On each of them is running a server called the agent. The
managers and agent communicate together using a network management proto-
col. The protocol is used to transport get and set requests, from the managers
to the agents, as well as responses and alarms, in the reverse direction. In each
network element there are manageable resources. Each of them is abstracted
as a managed object. They are all collectively represented in a structure called
the Management Information Base (MIB). A MIB is a collection of identified
managed objects, i.e., constants and variables. They have standard formats.
Hence, they look the same across different network elements. A manager con-
trols a network element by inspecting and updating managed objects, using the
management protocol. An agent may spontaneously notify a manager when a
managed object reaches a condition by sending an alarm.

SNMP [10] is a well established Internet management framework, following
the model of Fig. 1. For out-of-band SUAN management purposes, that is, sink
node management, the use of SNMP is a good choice. One reason is the avail-
ability of a large base of SNMP software tools. For the aim of in-band SUAN
management, i.e., submersed nodes, use of SNMP faces the problem of limited
underwater acoustic bandwidth. Indeed, SNMP messages are not short. SNMP
involves three layers of encapsulation (UDP, IP and data link). These three lay-
ers prefix each SNMP message with at least 50 bytes (16 + 20 + 14) of headers.
The size of a SNMP message is variable. Depending on the version and exact
operation being performed, a SNMP message easily consists of a few tens of
bytes.

To the best of our knowledge, the management of SUANs has received lit-
tle attention in the scientific literature. On the other hand, the management of
wireless sensor networks has been a research topic [11,14,23,30]. Hereafter, two
examples are reviewed. Management Architecture for Wireless Sensor Network
(MANNA), by Ruiz et al. [29], is a policy-based system. It collects information,
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maps it into a network model, executes management functions and provides
management services. The policies define management functions that are exe-
cuted when conditions are met. Management is done by analyzing and updating
the MIBs through the MANNA protocol. The sensor nodes are organized into
clusters. Each node sends its status to its cluster head. The head is responsi-
ble for executing local management functions. It aggregates management data
received from sensor nodes, which is forwarded to a base station. Several cluster
heads, in a hierarchical architecture, can work together to achieve global network
management.

The Sensor Network Management System (SNMS), by Tolle and Culler [32],
is an interactive tool for monitoring the health of sensor networks. It has two
main functions: query-based health data collection and event logging. Query
functions retrieve and oversee the parameters of each node. The event-driven
logging function set the parameters of the nodes. The nodes report data accord-
ing to the values of dynamically configured thresholds. SNMS supports collection
and dissemination of traffic patterns.

3 Out-of-Band Network Management

We investigated out-of-band management of SUANs [27]. For the purpose of
compatibility with our work on software-defined communications and LLSR [7],
it has been implemented in the GNU Radio environment. Given a communication
application, a GNU Radio component is embedded to support remote manage-
ment. A Python based SNMP agent is used above the NET-SNMP library in
conjunction with a translation and state management layer to handle requests
that retrieve or modify the state of variables within LLSR. SNMP requires the
presence of a MIB in order to handle communication between a managed appli-
cation and an agent. Creating this object database is a crucial task for adding
SNMP support where none currently exists. The strength of this approach is
that the state of LLSR can be remotely accessed and modified using off-the-
shelf client side tools. The downside is the amount of traffic overhead that is
required.

4 In-Band Network Management

LLSR forwards packets, produced by sensor nodes and relayed by communication
nodes, in the direction of the sink. It is a routing model typical of sensor networks.
For the purposes of forwarding, the next hop is selected according to a link-state
metric. The sink announces its presence using broadcast beacon packets. Each
of them contains the sink address, a hop count (zero, initially) and a numerical
value reflecting the quality of the path to it, which for instance may be a degree of
redundancy. Near surface underwater nodes, that are the sink one-hop neighbors,
receive these beacon packets. They store the three items of information extracted
from beacon packets into a neighbor node table. These nodes are now considered
connected to the sink. In turn, they produce beacon packets. This procedure
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is performed repeatedly, hop-by-hop, until leaf sensor nodes are reached and
become also connected to the sink through the communication nodes. When the
network is fully connected, each node periodically broadcasts beacon packets.
Network connectivity is maintained. From its neighbor node table, each node
selects a next hop node, for packet forwarding.

To integrate in-band network management into LLSR, the sink node becomes
responsible of forwarding management messages down to sensors and collecting
the management data they produce. Each node has a SNMP-inspired agent to
handle the management requests. There is also a MIB mapping abstract managed
objects to actual resources. LLSR has been extended with four main protocol
elements. Firstly, the management messages that are generated by the sink node
reach their destination using network flooding. Secondly, the delivery of manage-
ment packets to their final destination is confirmed. In third place, management
response messages may be returned to the sink. Finally, management messages
are authenticated and integrity checked.

Fig. 2. Data packet forwarding. Fig. 3. Management mes-
sage forwarding.

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of data traffic. Black-end arrows indicate data
packets. Their sources are sensors, node 5in this example. Figure 3 shows the
flow of management traffic. Black end arrows indicate management messages.
Their source is the sink. In both figures, white-end arrows are acknowledgments.
For data traffic, the data collected by each node is forwarded upward to the sink
(node 0). For management message routing, Fig. 3 illustrates network flooding.
Each node repeats once every management packet it receives. In Fig. 3, nodes 0
and 1 both deliver the same management message to node 2. At node 2, when it
is received for the first time, the message number and arrival time are recorded
in a table. An acknowledgment is sent to node 0. When the same management
message is received for the second time, a table lookup performed by message
number succeeds. The management message is ignored.
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Fig. 4. Management packet structure.

In each node, there is an agent for handling management messages. The agent
has a MIB for mapping abstract managed objects to network parameters. The
handling of a management message results into a response upward forwarded
to the sink. The management packet structure is shown in Fig. 4. Each field
is one byte, for a total of nine bytes. Management messages are short because
of the low data rate of acoustic communications. PROTO ID is the identifier of
the management protocol. PKT SRC is the address of the sender. MGMT TRACK is
the tracking number of the management packet. MGMT ORG is the address of the
management message origin sink. DEST is the address of the destination node.
The default of field VALUE is zero. It is used to store a value accompanying a set
operation. OPT indicates the type of management operation: a set (1) or a get (0).
OID is the identifier of the managed object on which the operation is performed.
HASH VALUE is an authentication field. The sink node shares a unique secret key
with each network node. It is used to generate the value of the authentication
field.

5 Bio-inspired Network Management

The use of the bio-inspired approach for distributed decision making in wireless
networks has been discussed by Barbarossa and Scutari [3]. Hereafter, we use the
approach for SUAN management purposes. With respect to out-of or in-band
management, the bio-inspired approach does not generate traffic overhead. We
leverage learning-by-imitation. It is used in robotics [22,31]. In the context of
SUANs, a managed node acquires and updates its configuration by observing and
replicating the behavior of other nodes. The network configuration parameters
are transferred node-to-node without the use of network management messages.

Learning-by-imitation makes sense in networks in general because nodes must
consistently apply a similar behavior. Epitomes are protocol elements such as
the transmit probability and request-clear to send exchange in data link multiple
access with collision avoidance.

Learning-by-imitation involves a teacher-observer relation. Figures 5 and 6
illustrate two possibilities. In both figures, an arrow represents a teacher-observer
relationship, which is enabled when two nodes are within communication range.
In Fig. 5, it is address-based. Each node has a numerical address. Node zero is
the sink. There is a teacher-observer relationship when the address of the former
is lower than the one of the latter. In Fig. 6, it is according to depth. There is
a teacher-observer relationship when the depth of the former is lower than the
one of the latter. Depth information needs to be available. Each node needs the
ability to determine its depth and to learn the depths of neighbors. Note the
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Fig. 5. Teacher-observer relation by
address.
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Fig. 6. Teacher-observer
relation by depth.

inversion of the relationship between nodes one and two. In both cases, the goal
is to establish a teacher-observer relation tree rooted at the sink. Establishment
of a hierarchy is a typical animal behavior.

Figure 7 shows an example. It is about the beacon broadcast period. It is a
parameter of LLSR. During the SUAN operation, the teacher periodically sends
beacons. An observer collects traffic traces of the teacher. The observer measures
beacon-to-beacon time differences. In Fig. 7, the x axis represents observation
points. The y axis represents time values, in seconds. For each point, the actual
period applied by the teacher is shown as a diamond, in seconds. For the first
20 points, the actual beacon period is one second. For the next 20 points, it is
three seconds. For the last 20 points, it is two seconds. Because of various fac-
tors, such as processing time, the observations are noisy. In this example, zero
mean white Gaussian noise and a signal-to-noise ratio of 22 dB are assumed.
The noisy observations are shown as hollow circles. The observer uses the the-
ory of system identification to estimate the value of the parameter from the
observations [20]. System identification is about the construction of mathemat-
ical models of dynamic systems using collected observations. More particularly,
on-line estimation algorithms have the ability to determine the parameters in
reaction to the availability of data during the operation of a system. In Fig. 7,
it is a problem of time-varying parameter tracking. The recursive least-squares
algorithm is used [20]. The estimate resulting from each observation point is
shown as a filled circle. The observer uses the current estimate to set the value
of its own beacon broadcast period.

For comparison purposes, Fig. 7 plots as yellow circles the calculation of bea-
con periods from observations using a moving average equation. Figure 8 shows
the Root Mean Square Error (RMS), as a function of the observation point, of
the estimates using the recursive least-squares algorithm (diamonds) and mov-
ing average (circles). The RMS of the former is always substantially better than
the one of the latter.
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Fig. 7. Time-varying parameter tracking using the recursive least squares algorithm.
(Color figure online)

Fig. 8. Root mean square error (RMSE).
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6 Conclusion

SUAN is an emerging area. It has been present in the literature only for a few
years. Most of the projects, that have been published, discuss deployments of
handful numbers of nodes. Much larger systems are expected in the future, as the
technology will be perfected. The Internet type of communication protocols work
solely for elements of SUANs with classical wireless access. SUAN specific proto-
cols are required for submerged node communications. Interoperability between
components from different sources is desirable. However, little standardization
work has been accomplished so far.

Building SUANs is an important problem. Planning mechanisms enabling
fine tuning their operation after their deployment is equally important. Physical
access to SUAN elements may become very challenging as they may have to
be recovered from the seabed. We have explored out-of-band, in-band and bio-
inspired SUAN management. Out-of-band management is applicable to nodes
that are directly accessible over a wireless channel, i.e., gateway buoys which
are not entirely submersed. The approach leverages the vast amount of avail-
able SNMP tools. The work essentially amounts to defining and implementing a
MIB, which we have demonstrated for the LLSR protocol. The disadvantage is
the high traffic overhead for this context. For submersed communication nodes
and sensors, we have developed an in-band management approach. The under-
water acoustic bandwidth is used and shared with normal data traffic. Because
of the low data rates and unreliable links, a light weight solution is highly desir-
able. Another aspect of the problem is the fact that the nature of the traffic in
sensor networks is asymmetric, sensor to sinks. Sensor network routing proto-
cols are designed for that traffic model. The solution we propose comprises short
messages and leverages the protocol elements defined in the host routing proto-
col, which is LLSR in the example discussed in this paper. Our ideas have bee
implemented, simulated and tested [6,7,27,33]. We have established the founda-
tions of bio-inspired SUAN management. Nodes adopt the behavior of neighbors
higher in a hierarchy. They learn and imitate their behavior. No management
traffic required. Further work is needed to find strategies for learning the settings
for various kinds of managed objects.
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